Peak Equipment
PACKAGING & PROCESSING EQUIPMENT FOR DRY BULK MATERIAL

Industrial fans and blowers to move airstreams of all types including clean, dirty, hot, cold, abrasive, corrosive, and material-laden air. Standard and custom designs. Manufactured in Wisconsin.


Complete line of heavy-duty hammer mills, crushers, coolers, and pellet mills. Controls and air sweep systems. Manufactured in Oklahoma.

Kason offers a full line of screeners to include vibrating and centrifugal; along with fluid bed dryers, cross-flow static sieves, coolers and moisturizers. Manufactured in New Jersey.

Storage silos, bins, and hopper solutions include, but are not limited to: Agri-Business, Cement, Plastics, Sand, Stainless Steel Liquid Storage and Custom Applications. Our silos and storage vessels are manufactured in Iowa.


Pneumatic vacuum conveying, including Coffee loaders and Powder Whisper loaders. Manufactured in California.

A Partial List of our Rare Earth and Ceramic magnets would include: Grate, Plate, Suspended Belt, Vertical Spout, Drawer, Magnetic Head Pulley, Hump, Drum, Angled Spout, Air Vey, Rotary Feeder and Liquid Trap Magnets. Manufactured in Michigan.


Rotary and vertical auger fillers, both powder and liquid. Volumetric cup fillers. Servo or clutch brake drive configuration. Manufactured in Pennsylvania.

Bag Sealers and Closers, Doboy Horizontal Flow Wrappers, Vertical Form Fill Seal, Robotic Packaging, Cartoning, and Turn-key System Automation. Manufactured in Wisconsin.

Linear and Radial Scale Fillers, Pre-Made Bag and Pouch Baggers, Labeling & Marking, and Conveying Equipment. Dura-Pack also offers integration & custom systems to include bag design with their in house designer. Bags & Film also available. Manufactured in Michigan.

CEIA Metal Detectors: CEIA THS 21 metal detectors continuously self-calibrate to maintain peak detection sensitivity and sensitivity to all metal contaminants. Auto-learn set-up. Bluetooth connectivity facilitates programming and trouble-shooting using a laptop computer. ISHIDA X-Ray Systems: Combine the capabilities of a checkweigher and metal detector with detector with the ability to detect ultra-small non-metallic contaminants, such as bone, glass, shell and plastic. Verify weight and missing or defective product. Entry-level, to IP69K washdown, to systems for large cartons. ISHIDA Checkweighers: Available for dry, washdown, and multi-lane applications, Ishida checkweighers are compact and easy to clean. Combine them with a CEIA metal detector for multi-purpose inspection that saves floor space. All parts and service out of Pennsylvania and California.

If you can’t find it on our linesheet, we also have strategic partnerships with manufacturers of other lines of processing and packaging equipment.

Lee Hosey- Colorado/Wyoming
lee@peakequipment.biz
303-808-6631

Blake Hosey-Colorado/Wyoming
blake@peakequipment.biz
303-842-1724

Emmil Gaucher- Arizona/New Mexico/Nevada
emmil@peakequipment.biz
Arizona: 480-336-8798
New Mexico: 575-446-3865

Visit Us At:
www.peakequipment.biz & make an appointment for us to bring our equipment demo trailer to your door!